Community Service Council’s inaugural Morning Toast is a celebration of our 80th anniversary. Sponsor to help us reminisce and commemorate 80 years of community leadership to provide lifelines to our most vulnerable.

Your sponsorship includes tickets to this unique breakfast learning and sharing event and supports the transformative work of the Community Service Council and our myriad of programs that create a healthier, more hopeful community.

**Sponsorship Opportunities**

**Mimosa Sponsor $10,000**
- Eight premium tickets (full table near stage) to Morning Toast
- Recognition in all promotional and event materials as Mimosa Sponsor
- Recognition in the CSC’s Donor Recognition Society
- Recognition (logo/name) on event signage and program
- Mention from podium
- Recognition on CSC website
- Special Recognition/Sponsor profile on CSC social media

**Cappuccino Sponsor $5,000**
- Eight tickets (full table) to Morning Toast
- Recognition in all promotional and event materials as Cappuccino Sponsor
- Recognition in the CSC’s Donor Recognition Society
- Recognition (logo/name) on event signage and program
- Mention from podium
- Recognition on CSC website
- Special Recognition/Sponsor profile on CSC social media

**Mocha Sponsor $2,500**
- Six tickets to Morning Toast
- Recognition in all promotional and event materials as Mocha Sponsor
- Recognition in the CSC’s Donor Recognition Society
- Recognition (logo/name) on event signage and program
- Mention from podium
- Recognition on CSC website

**Latte Sponsor $1,000**
- Four tickets to Morning Toast
- Recognition in all promotional and event materials as Latte Sponsor
- Recognition in the CSC’s Donor Recognition Society
- Recognition (name) on event signage and program
- Recognition on CSC website

**Espresso Sponsor $500**
- Two tickets to Morning Toast
- Recognition in all promotional and event materials as Espresso Sponsor
- Recognition in the CSC’s Donor Recognition Society
- Recognition (name) on event signage and program
- Recognition on CSC website

**SINGLE TICKETS $80** (Limited Availability)

**CLICK HERE TO PURCHASE YOUR SPONSORSHIP!**

**Learn More** Contact Dan Billingsley: 405-982-0582 | dbillingsley@csctulsa.org

**CSCTULSA.ORG/MORNING-TOAST**